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Ambre is a Tangible User Interface that represents the property of
electricity.
This system is composed of a voltmeter that displays the voltage at a
physical height, and a wiring device that blocks the flow of electricity
when grabbed.
Users create a circuit by placing a routing device or component block on

top of the device, just as they place components on a breadboard.

Ambre

Most toolkits for learning electricity are focused on efficient creation and
debugging of electrical circuits. Some TUIs and videos for learning electricity
illustrating the properties of electricity, but they were partial or non-interactive.
We aim to display multiple electrical properties simultaneously and

interactively with proper interaction mapping and to explicitly inform users
about the property of electricity.

Motivation

Conclusion & Future work

Appendix:
Movie - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wg0WsmJf1OI

We propose an interface that tangibles variables such as voltage and resistance
in a circuit to explicitly understand the properties of electricity.
In the future, user study are required. In addition, it is also necessary to consider

the specifications of the interface to replace other passive components such as
capacitors and inductors.

Parts for creating circuitSystem overview
◀ Power Supply Unit, Motor and
LED block for the user to create
circuit.
Two power blocks can stack like

building block. When stacked, they
act as series power supply.
The motor and the LED block

have real parts inside.

◀ The Pedestal for mounting wire
device and component blocks.
It has a 4 socket at one row, and 2

pairs of 6 rows. Each row conducts
like a breadboard, and users can
build their own circuits.
One row, from top. The right end is a voltmeter.

◀ The Voltage Meter represents
electric voltage as the height of
gauge. There are 12 in total, one for
each row of the pedestal.

MAX 10cm

Barometer/SiliconTube
MCU/MOS-FET

5V = 10cm
2.5V = 5cm

◀ The Wiring Device were placed
by user and create circuit with the
pedestal, as like as general jumper
wire and breadboard.
This wire vibrates according to

the amount of current flowing
through it.
When the user squeeze the

wiring, the current in the wire can
be stopped like the flowing water in
the hose. This is achived by MCU,
MOS-FET, and barometer inside the
device.

Whole connected view Dynamism of Electricity
User can learn the dynamism of

the electric properties “V=IR”
through the manipulation of
resistance.
There is real electricity flowing

through each component.
Therefore，curent and wiring

device’s vibration be change when
a rotating motor halt by hand.

https://youtu.be/wg0WsmJf1OI?t=167
https://youtu.be/wg0WsmJf1OI

